INTRODUCTION
The parameters of heat and mass transfer processes in columned devices with a packing determine the basic geometrical characteristics defining the structure of the void fraction e and a specific surface of a layer of a regular or bulk packing a in the specified devices.
The size of the void fraction in a layer of the nozzle, numerically equal to the size of the alive section of a layer, defines the characteristic speed of a gas stream in a layer.
Below, under the basic geometrical characteristics of various bulk and regular packings for heat and mass transfer processes, results of the generalization of extensive data are presented with their interrelations with the hydraulic radius (equivalent diameter of the channel) of packed columned devices.
EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF THE CHANNEL OF PACkINg DEVICES
In the English literature, for the designation of the equivalent diameter of the channel, the term hydraulic radius is often used. Below, basically the term applied in Russia -equivalent diameter of the channel -is used.
In [1] , it is offered to use the equivalent hydraulic diameter d e to define the geometrical size of channels of a complex section:
where F is the cross-section area of the channel, m 2 and P are the moistened perimeter of the channel, m.
Considering the current of a gas stream in a layer of a nozzle of Zhavoroncov and Aerov [2, 3] , the concept of equivalent diameter pore of the channel, equal to the quadruple hydraulic radius, is introduced:
In [1] , it is noted that the concept of equivalent diameter "generally is not universal and allows to count only losses of pressure in channels of various geometry by formulas for pipes of a round section".
On the other hand, analysis of the results of experiments undertaken in [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] on measuring the loss of pressure in granular layers of various geometrical form and size has shown that these results are generalized by the following equation [4] :
In equation (3), A = 0.9, В = 100, and Eu m is Euler's modified number:
where ρ is the density of gas, kg-s
; H is the height of a layer of a packing, m; ∆Р are losses of pressure, kg/m 2 ; W 0 is the speed of gas, calculated for a full section of the empty de-vice, m/s; Re de is Reynolds' number reduced to the equivalent diameter of the channel in a layer of a nozzle:
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of gas, m 2 /s. Thus, the use of the equivalent diameter of the channel d e in equation (3) to define the geometrical parameter of a layer of a packing with reference to granular layers and connected to columned devices allows to calculate with a satisfactory accuracy losses of pressure in them. Hence, as regards packed columned devices, application of the equivalent diameter of the channel is quite justified for the hydraulic and other technological calculations of such devices.
DEPENDENCE OF THE VOID FRACTION AND A SPECIFIC SURFACE ON THE EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF THE CHANNEL OF A LAYER OF A PACkINg
The significant number of data on the geometrical characteristics of packings of various type and size allows to perform their generalization in the form of dependence of the void fraction ε and a specific surface a on such a major universal characteristic of a layer of a packing as the equivalent diameter of the channel d e . Results of the generalization performed by us are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 . 1 -various bulk packings according to Polevoy [9] ; 2 -bulk packings according to Vedernicov et al. [10] ; 3 -bulk packings according to Kolev et al. [11] ; 4 -Inzhkhim-2000 bulk packings according to Laptev and Farahov [12] ; 5 -regular packings according to [10, 13] ; 6 -bulk packings according to [14] ; 7 -bulk packings according to [15] ; 8 -calculation based on our equation
From dependence d e = f (ε), industrial bulk ceramic and metal packings in the form of a ring or saddle are described by two different curves (see Fig. 1 ). The curve for nozzles from thin-walled metal rings is located above in comparison with thick-walled ceramic packings, so that it is possible to explain the influence of wall thickness of a packings on the size of the void fraction. The effect of the equivalent diameter of a packing d e on the major geometrical parameter of a packing -specific surface a -obtained by summarizing data of [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] is shown in Fig. 2 . From two schemes presented in Fig. 2, a fivefold The dependence d e = f (a) for packings of various form, made of ceramics and metal, appeared to be universal (see Fig. 2 ). Dependence d e = f (a) for all industrial packings with a deviation not exceeding ± 10% is described by the following equation:
where A = 57 319, and n = -1.3985. Equation (6) , obtained as a result of summarizing numerous data presented in the literature, can be used for technological calculations of packed columned devices in chemical and other industries.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Dependence of the equivalent diameter of the channel of a packing layer on the specific surface of a packing layer of various type is established. The universal character of the dependence d e = f (a) for packings of any form and size with reference to packed ones is shown for columned devices. The equation allowing to estimate the size of the equivalent diameter of a packing for a preset value of its specific surface is offered.
2. A linear character of the dependence of the equivalent diameter of a packing on the void fraction in bulk ceramic and metal packings is established. 
